Trunk Cardboards

**1949-52**

- **STYLELINE SEDANS**
  - BLACK: ORDER #4807-1
  - BROWN: ORDER #4807-6
- **FLEETLINE SEDANS**
  - BLACK: ORDER #4807-2
  - BROWN: ORDER #4807-7
- **CONVERTIBLE**
  - BLACK: ORDER #4807-3
  - BROWN: ORDER #4807-8
- **BELAIR HARDTOP/COUPE**
  - BLACK: ORDER #4807-4
  - BROWN: ORDER #4807-9

Trunk cardboard kit contains 3 piece trunk cardboard liners and gas filler tube cover. (Available in black or brown/taupe.)

ORDER BY YEAR AND MODEL.

**$60.00** set

*Oversize Shipping

---

**1953-54**

Trunk cardboard kit contains 3 piece trunk cardboard liners and gas filler tube cover. Color: Black.

- 2 or 4 Door Sedan - 1953: ORDER #807-3
  - ORDER #805-3
- Hardtop - 1953 Coupe: ORDER #806-3
- Convertible - 1953: ORDER #807-4
  - ORDER #805-4
- 2 or 4 Door Sedan - 1954: ORDER #806-4
  - ORDER #805-4

**$60.00** set

*Oversize Shipping

---

**CUSTOM CARPET COVERED TRUNK CARDBOARDS**

1949-52

- **STYLELINE SEDANS**
  - ORDER #4809-1
- **FLEETLINE SEDANS**
  - ORDER #4809-2
- **CONVERTIBLE**
  - ORDER #4809-3
- **BELAIR HARDTOP/COUPE**
  - ORDER #4809-4

Customize your trunk compartment with this 3-piece trunk cardboard set. Cardboards are covered with a light gray charcoal carpet liner.

**$90.00** set

*Oversize Shipping

---

1953-54

1953/54 2 or 4 door Sedan
- ORDER #826
- ORDER #827
1953/54 Hardtop
- ORDER #828
1953/54 Convertible

Custom trunk cardboard 3-piece set with light gray carpet liner cover and carpet covered gas filler tube cover.

**$90.00** set

*Oversize Shipping

---
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